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Prometheus Banned Escheloskomanti: Many comments have been posted about Prometheus Ban. Download: A 56k text is available for download only version. S. Clas written by Prometheus. 430 B. C. E. Damatas Personal Prometheus Ocianades IO View Mountain Country Heptos Ocanos Course, and a deep-rooted rock in the middle of a rock, by which
kratos and BIA take the great form of Prometheus. Hepistos is a de-jacketed with the above hammer, nose, chains, etc. KRATOS now we have to travel to a place far off the earth-scoated wild, a waste untrode. And now, hepistos , you put your father upon you , and this criminal must be imprisoned on the stone of the congregator in almas bonds
intherangabeli , for he gave it to mankind by stealing all his fire from his own flower . The grave for which the gods have called him into account , that he may bear the persecution of Zeus , and not to drive the love of the human being . Heptos Kratos and Bia, you are done with the hest of two Zeus; Nothing allows you more. But a brother God, in chains, is not
brave in all the storms in this deep crack to be restricted in this deep-food. But it is necessary that I have the courage to speak of the Word of the Father , which is a need for his regret . O Soulad advised many of them to make their hearts heavy with a very hard heart , in the brass bond , in the sand of the snout , where no dead man is living , nor the sound of
man shall not go to thee . But the fire of the sun will rot thy flesh . Your colour, flower festival, will bear the change. The night will be welcome when the day light with the spangled dress hides . . . welcome the sun coming back to the morning frosts to the day. And he will bring the weight of regret to remove his heart from his soul at all times . For the young
man is the one who will deliver Chi from thy sorrow . Love is thy reward for mankind . For being God , it is afraid that ye will love the evil of the gods , and be greater than the glory . Therefore thy long hour shall be orphaned , and shall spread upon the rock , and do not close your eyes or bend your knees . And thou shalt be with the gruntings , and the will ,
and thy voice . Zeus is very difficult, because the power of new birth is never diminished. KRATOS! Why palter? Why is it? Did God not have chosen thee , the gods ? Is it permissible to have a visa? Heptos are dangerous names. KRATOS LOCKLAM; But how do you say to lighten the word of the Father ? Is it not full of fear ? Hepistos thy heart was hard
and unsalike . It won't be easy for him as well! There is no pain , where thy effort is of no use . Hepistos oh lain work! O craftsman! Who curses thy trade? For what do you do ? Heptos that it was another craft, not mine! Why KRATOS, all things are safe to rule on gods; For none is free , but Zeus . Heptos, I didn't answer, knowing that Why KRATOS, then,
make it about to throw chains, lest the father's eye be sweet and glancing at a slow look. Hepistos are iron-sands for his arms here. KRATOS hold them round their arms with all their power! Strike with your hammer! His nail on the rock! Hepistos did. And it was less well done! KRATOS are hard-to-find but free tools for one of their resource-stools, hard-
screw-all tight and at least especially. Heptos is hard to move to a handle: speed of this arm. KRATOS now this box! And hand! If they learn faster then, they have a slow blade to Zeus. Heptos can't get anyone wrong with him:- Save it violence. KRATOS now take your iron spike and drive it in, until they clean through the rebel's breast. Hepistos is a sadly
prometius of your weight. KRATOS still Sher Shah? Still a groan for zeus enemies? Anon thou'lt volup his own tragedy. Heptos then sees what the eyes look like! KRATOS I see his partner getting his rig! But his reb about one-to-one beat. In hepistos, I do what I should: less words for you! KRATOS words, qouta? Yes, and if needed. Come down and put a
ring bolt round his legs. What is the hepistos? And twas' quick work. Now kratos with a sound rep home to this bolt pins! For him is thy work . Hepistos then halal befatus in a shape. So you're the heart of the mom, but don't let me down that I want to be groovy, hard and hard. Heptos, come off! Fast to deal with it. KRATOS Now, where you hang to the giant
loot for a day creature. Which gift will you taste your pain? The luck was thrown out by mistake: a designer will then need you from the network to turn the contreras free. You are on the river's fountains, and the waves of the ocean are on the ground! And you see all the sun , which I saw God with bear . Look down on my shame, my frame-track that cruelly
wrong, the pain that will waste my power, is measured their length up to 10,000 years of time! He has prepared for the head of these chains, the new Tehranad Maharaja who reigns, the head of The Blest. Aa! What is wrong , and what is still in me , is the fault . And when the star of My salvation has come up , they ask from the vast heaven . And yet I am in
the same way as i will come . Any sharp wonder of pain will catch me . The endurance is determined, as I can, I want that strong need is potentially a priority. But my luck is insuppportable along with the silence and touching speech. For bonuses I'm tight in these bonds. I tried through the fire in the open red, a useless resource for man, and the master of all It
is the crime that I must be tied to the chains here, connected to the nails' not open sky. Ha! Ha! What's the sound, what's the smell float with no sound? God-waiting or the old or its tension found? Is there one at the end of this world, this mountain-gart land, my torment? Or who is he ? A God who, seeing you in slavery and pain, is one in the faction with all
his gods, the enemy of Zeus and the hall of the oppressors . . . his fault, the love of humans is great. Aa! Aa! What is the closein of the great birds of Wafatora, do I hear? With the rapid defeat of the light-air whistles and the sernal wings. Nougate comes but brings fear and fear to my soul. The daughters of Okianos draw closer in the mid-air in the chariot of
their wings. Of course everyone is scared! In mercy this row came on the wings of speed for the mountain, not to win our sire's consent lightly. But a fresh wind that brought our caravans , and even for this iron age , which is for the cold reclamation of our sea cave , and fear the haiya in it . I didn't unbiased my chandan shoe but quickly, post, my wings flew
through the air. Prometheus is me! Aa! The fair children that brought many to the birth of the chalde, the old sea-age secret whose sleep stream is visible on the vast beaches of the earth! There are chains in which I have fast-tracked the stone high-panacalad, held by my folding and my tower, where O'er has maintained my spirit, the ad-hoc, his watch of the
inveterates! Of course Prometheus, I'm now roaming over you! With the cold breath of fear on my fore, not without the dimming tears, while in my eyes my giant tall turned his bulk foreword on these nasty stones in the air-conditioned pond attached to the embarrassing bonds. Now take the new Starmen to the Patwar Olympics. Now with some correct
thinking, strangely, the new laws bring the zeus to its circle, the older ones more and more. Promethius, he said, No earth to me, hell that has delivered men to The Salovita. We visited me again immediately, with the alma maters, in Alamatbal, where the joke-making laugh was never done by God or with anyone! But now an inskaad, a very visible one, which
I hate to conquer in my pain. Those who are from God are so few that he can conquer the pain of thy throat ? And who is not alone with every death of those who are groaning ? But he is never angry , and his solution does not bend the tunnels to the will of the Son of heaven , nor will he make his heart easy , or a way to throw him away from the throne that
he has been seined . Prometheus yes, despite a promise - even if they do me wrong, to load my organs with the bars, the president of the High Parliament of heaven will need me to show me the new plot with his royal and his royal set efforts yet. Not all the motivation will be sweet, though their language lacks honey, deception, or attention to my knowledge.
Nor fear severe pain by the docos, my lips do extraordinary, until they open these chains and these injuries were given for its accuracy. Of course, the heart of thee is high, there is no sign of your will, and your burning, inshallah language license is also free. But fear has made my soul cry with a great attitude . And my heart is wrong for thy fate . I know when
I will touch my back to the friendly coast once again. Zeus is not from prayer but by the way of prayer . The son of Kronos has a heart of inscrutableness . Promithaus I know zeus is hard hearted that he has made justice to him. But he shall be completely soft . And the one that is serious is the inconsistency , nor am I unwilling to seal a bond of peace and
harmony . All that i have to tell you is that I have mentioned that we can hear a great deal of what Zeus counts and the bitterness is wrong : instruct us that if you are not harmed , these things are very sad . Prometheus these things are too much pain to talk to me! When the first blessed people were full of anger and divided among them, the Kronos could be
their king immediately, and they, negative, debate and recourse that he should rule them over the gods, then I insist on wisdom. The arrogant, he with strong hands, by the power yet important, understood that he could capture the superiority. But I have my mother Gaia and a shape that is said by many names, the sound was not alone with the remote
understanding of how power should be controlled – that is not by strength, but by deception. The things which were greater than me , and neither do They understand my movement less . After that, offered all the ways, I made the best decision, taking my mother with me, to support, no backward friends, no less pleasant Zeus. And by my mutual advisor, The
Athea and the Black, the old Kronos hides with their confedrates. So help me that the evil of the gods served with such a service , with the torment of the de-fall . But 'sickness is a common source of strength, so they never trust a friend. And now what you have asked is the Holy Saying to me , ye know . When he first took his seat on his throne, he gave his
kingdom a very good gift, and took out his parklad, but unfortunately not exactly of the dead. But it was his desire to wipe man and to follow the second generation , and there was no counter-vanad in these designs . I try to risk, and the human being is saved from destruction and from the way of hell. Therefore I am in a state of shock , that I have suffered
from the suffering . But, for compassion, man appeared, such luck did not earn me any wisdom. But despite the anger I'm to reform, and Zeus made a show of slander. Of course he has the heart of Iron, Hewn And the promitius from the rock of the norman , which thou shalt not be angry . And I saw them , and saw , Surely my heart was to be lowered .
Prometheus yes, my friends are in a wowfall look. Of course, there is no more courage in the revelation. I took man from the expectation of death in Prometheus. What medicine is found'st of course for this disease? Prometheus I planted the blind hope in his heart. Of course a powerful version then there is a man-to-man adventure. In addition to Prometheus,
I gave the gift of fire. Of course, and now the flame is bright fire? Promethaus yes, and many art will master like that. Of course Zeus is charging you with such a masphaisanca-torment with prometius to me with regret. There is no end to the course and the possibility of your pain. No prometheus. Save when they will choose to finish. Of course how should
they choose? What hope do you have? Do you not see that you have left ? But you are a man of great joy . For the great sorrow . Let it go , that you may be saved from your troubles . Prometheus is quick to advise a friend who stands free with an intra-metal foot and in trouble. But all these things I know well. My free will, my own free will, I go and freely I
accept it. To free man is to be able to do so. Natheliss, I didn't see this bitter ness and pine for maximum punishment, but no neighbor but desert Craigs. And now there is no suffering in the evils , but come upon the earth , and give credit to the things which will come to the End . Harken, oh harken bear me as bear! Who knows, who knows, but some
scatilesare ser, still like each other, are saved, the torment that will be lost at this time? Of course, we've heard our call: this horrible twist fall on deaf ears. Look! Light your flying car and clean air, leaving the way of the great birds, I have to walk this earth in the way of the peak and the mark, and make sure to make sure that you have to endure and endure.
While the fans of Okinawans come to enter their father's Okinawans, a monster rides. Okeyanos now I have come to Thee and come to Prometheus to guide this winghd monster with no charge, nor a little, but mind firm Mastridaom. And know that my heart is hardened for thy sorrow . Kind of bond, methinks, constanity. Nor am no one more than him , and I
respect thee . And I know that I speak righteously : I have no smooth and false language . But they show how I can serve you, in a way that is sad and angry , so come to the kamrani , sadly , a friend came more loyal to Okianos . How is Prometheus now? Who congratulates me ? What! Do you see my troubles? How could it be that thy name bears and to
visit thy antres earth with the rock of your mahram, which is the iron in his belly? You'll be a show Badness and sympathy with my sins? Look, it is one thing to look at Zeus' friend who is a co-founder of his principle and with the punishment that I see the most clear in The Ocanos Prometius by what I am leaning upon. Learn to know your heart, and, as of this
time, then change your manners, through the law of a new God to change. But, if this bitter, vulgar, sharp set words are the wantist, it may be that he will be far away and raise dwell above thee, Zeus. And then his present congregation of evils will see a light correction of a child . But it is a great thing to be able to release your wrath and suffering . In fact,
there are words about me: yet, a very arrogant language is such a punishment, promethes, wages. But you brought not less of pain , and what you have made sick of it will be . So when you take me for madrassa , do not curse against the prax . More and more that a cross-despot rules their own rough no audit draw. And now I leave thee what can be
achieved for thy deliv'rance. Have a calm mind and do not use more than emotion - do you not know, intelligent, inefficient language brings torment? Prometheus I wonder if you're in my case, seeing me with me did'st. And now I ask thee . You shall not move him , for you shall not be hurt by the way . Okianos is a better adviser to others. Don't go back when
I want. And I promise that Zeus shall offer me my prayer , and free thee from these revelations . Tender for your thanks and everlasting appreciation for this in Prometheus. So there is no friend behind . And not hurt yourself . For if thou mean 'st to serve , thou shalt not serve me in thy labour . They are quick to stand by their intra-mails. For not to reduce my
evil, I saw the other on bad days . I think i am far away . I feel the weight of the atlas's troubles, in the west my brother is the scholzing pillar that goes to heaven and earth, there is no weldy fordle for his arms. The giant resident in the Kalakian Dans i saw and tied - a very good shape, a hundred head monsters - when he fell, on the lightning-struck, with the
scary scycarna of the gods who came, with the eye-sight of the man, with the lightning of the eye, But there came bolt stoic, which never slept, with the fire coming down, which dashed it into the scatter and destroying all its great hopes. Hit through the breast, its power is from smoking, the power of the cinder. And now a heap, a bus, hulk, he has spread out
with narrow seas, crushed deep under the roots of the shelling and the athena. But the top of the mountain sits on the hepistos, where the melted iron is set, from where it will explode. With fire, red and raw anong jaws to destroy the smooth, serly fields. This is the addition of the INProchaby of the GL-Rain Red Hot, and The Fire Spray, although the Zeus is
compounded by bolts. But there is no cloth , nor am I a neadist from my master . As you know , and I will promise my heart , until Zeus is not inafire . Okianos right now, Prometheus, what so stupid words are doctors for an angry sick soul? Promethaus yes, if a cooked core with skill, not somehow it's a little rough. Did you do not harm or harm any unsamy in
The Adwanring? Prometheus is a burden of labor and a light brain as well. Okianos then leave me to call this disease. Wise men reach their end. Prometheus, but how do I go about my crime? Okinawas is a very large house of the Therostist. Beware of the prometheus , that you should not be tempted . With Okianos set in an Omanapotinca? And he is
warned of the prometheus : and the burden is not found . I am a promithas from your school in Okinawa. Pack the promethaus again! And do not change your mind to thee . Okianos then go a quick on the crest. Look, my dragon with huge wings on the wide, smooth road of the air. He shall kneel in his stall . Get out of Okinawa. After the course I brought you
the mourning, prometius, the manashad and the low, watered my virgin gall with these drops of, which compared the years of grief, to fill the soft lydded eyes with pure glyp for your lucky funeral. A bad part which The Courta prepared for thee zeus . Established for their use by self-contained laws, the big gods show how strong they are that they have the
right arm which they held it by an enemy. A cry from the earth has gone, a cry for the fall of old fame and size magistaqal things, and a very bitter cry for your passing. For thy and thy brethren, the gods whose honour is thy: these things that live in the holy seat of Asia, the minions of time, the mourning and their sorrows repeat the earlier sorrows of thy
sorrows. Yes, and they are the weeping ones who live along the Colchi coast, the hero maids that rejoice in the war, and the Scytha's Surmang Mariadas who make their habitat around the borders of the world, salt-maitian lake. Ares' stock, flowers in the desert, and speaks of the strong city, high mountain forts installed, near the neighborhood for large
kazakhs, fear hills that love weapons clash, sharp spears counter. I have seen all the gods in pain before, with a single Titan-Almas chain, the Atlas in the same power supreme, which swells down the vast expanse of the earth and sky. The original water-dung, the snout, the sea, the deep seas, the sing sing sing to your snake. And beneath the dark world of
hell is a hollow moaning . Thee Holy Stream with all their fountain-renals. Do not think that I am silent for pride and insociation , for my heart belongs to all , and now they are seeing themselves with vengeance . For these little gods who have determined their lesson without any doubt if I don't? None of this is that you should make what you know be sick of
you . But listen to the story of human suffering, and how the first sense of the beast i gave men a sense, present in their minds. I do not speak in the insult of man . I tell you the good gift I've given. At first they saw the deficiency and heard that not only was the day of the day a story of confusion , as the paantoms were like the jasa . Neither the wood work nor
the brick-making basket was made in light, but dug for the hole itself, which could hardly be compared to the breath, they lived in the burrows of their neutral caves. Nor was that the default sign of winter, nor in the spring when it comes to decorating with flowers, nor the summer heat-melting fruit sure that tokens: but without knowledge, until I showed them
the rising stars, and when they set Besides, the number, the best of all inventions, I prepared for them, and wrote them all to the mother of the Retanita's sagarsian. I was the first to work with the Unorganized Animals, as slaves with the collar and with the pack, and take myself, the aid of the human being, the heavy labor of his hands: and riding in pet and
horse carriages for the purpose, is wonderfully proud. And he is not the wagon of The Shopman with the wings of the sea, but I have the contrawad . For the different types of people I have perfected , for those who do not have to be saved from this shame is a change . Of course your suffering has been made embarrassing, and your brain is in a loss: like a
bad doctor falling sick, thou'rt out of the heart: nor can't suggest to make your voice for your own case. Prometheus but listen to the result and appreciate it more than what AIDS developed in the cleverness. If a patient falls ill, there is no help for him with food, a diet, a diet or a food. But for the lack of drugs they narrowed too far. Until I taught them compound
drafts and compound sanco, which they are now armed against disease. I'm out of the way of the blind and the first of dreams was the destongasher, the truth from the lie. And ash means dark interpretation. And when the men were on the road , they came to see the tokens . And by flying the most-class birds I explained in the sign with good discrimination.
Their nature is fair and fair, by the flatarad with their fair name. And I said every kind of habit . Their mutual conflicts and friendships and the stoilyas they held. And the inner ass are the colours of the ass which are acceptable for the gods , the striad liver lobes and the leaf . by Organs well wrapped in fat and long chine, I led men on the road to dark and
repulsing knowledge. And I cleaned the glancing eye of the fire , and made it plain . This is my work . At this time, things beneath the earth, hidden from man from AIDS, brass, iron, silver, gold, he says courage that Was before me in discovering? No one, I know well, until he loves to be a bun. And in the same word to meet the men of all arts from
Prometheus. Of course, the Sokkorang man is not going to shoot out of the mark when you're orphan: good hope that these bonds are going to be from zeus one day. Prometheus luck, it's not like that to eliminate all things, that's how much mine must do: 10,000, 10,000 householders have found me my freedom from these bonds, the art is too weak for
them. The course which is the pilot of the need? Prometheus Fates triform, and forget. Of course, then Zeus may be less than them? Prometheus will no doubt be much more appealing. Zeus has much to save the world without the end away? No more with the questions proposed in the Promethouse tax. The Sherodist is much more prometheus than this,
but it is freely discussed. But it does not speak to thee in touching . The fact is that it should not be covered , for the bond men freed me . Of course Zeus may be that everything is sweet, and no one will be willing to do it. Holy for the Holy Prophet, at the Temple and the Shrine, with the legs of the sea more time, no dry salin in its depth, draw near the Al-Hi.
And do not sell my tongue to the gods . As my firm, melts set the goal of changing as a fire-skin mom. The sweet life that is long-term, while happiness is still strong, and happy, maintaining bright thoughts; But I see thee in the lap, that it is the covering that is caused by thee and all thy endless pain . For you are Zeus . Your fearless heart did all this which
could be in his revenge , obedience to thy children , from the promity of greater honour , to man . And, O beloved, what thanks for this cyprus grace? What is the potential for your bold prophet, you will be championed by the men of the old generation, with the small insects of a passing day? How much do they spend? With some, the extreme steps can go on
as dream and blind, nor can their lord be beyond the extreme permanent brain harmony. I learned these things by seeing your glorious, promithius . Aa, this was not like me shed sweet music, when I bathed the wedding song round the bath and the bride bed on my espovolus, and my blood relatives, a bride so-called stoic, a goddess that could win all the



good gifts for you with her Enter IO, Crazy and Shangi. What is IO earth? What are the people here? And who is the prisoner of whom? Mount Mount ? Say unto me , Speak unto me . O poor man, the poor, the poor, the poor, the poor, the poor, the poor, the poor, the Did'st then overdo, so what? Where am I from, half dead with fatigue, for the sake of the?
Ha! Ha! Then, by gadfly, once again to him! O earth, earth, hide, open form- argus- this evil thing- so many eyes create earth- dhangar! I am seeing him now. He's with all his poor intelligence and clever clock- stalks! From the deep place of the earth which breaks its bones, and from the yellow of death, the snout, the blood sent a hell of a way, fast and
endlessly he runs me ahead with the first, with the vernacarhand hand, the dry coast, with salt sea sand! List! List! Pipe! How drovzeli is this Sharallis! A cricket cry! See! See! Mom-webbed narket! And of the evils of ye , which were upon the gods , ye are the gods that are the ungodly . When do you rest? O Cronian children, some of whom have met non-
meeting, I have to live with the disaster. My mind is instrung, a fiery-stupid lack-of-the-mind, by me, by my side, with the flying stong in the fire, throw me into the ground, to throw deep sea monsters, but my desire is not to pray in the wild. I have taken the long run for the course, I have run and fro, and i still pursue the goal of finishing which is the end of my
whole mess. I'm quite sad! Hear'st is a serring? How do I hear you in Prometheus? So is the son of dazed , with a flight to the trap . Zeus's heart is warmed with the curse of love and the mojoto even as a runner you have to overcome your endless period of pursuit. How does IO know my father's name? A poor, stoic creature , to tell you thesame of art . O
sorrowful, Tell me, whose voice corrects and pays off all my old, unhappy names, which have made me sick of the madness! Sick! And some of the gods that you have sent with the gods , which is of him . Destroy the lamp of my life until it is spent! Crazy with your bites! I come with the knowledge of the palm and with the torment, the torment and the shame,
for the cruel wrath of The Mojuto, his craft is gone, and all the wags are overcome by sorrow and fate, oh, one is lost in the storm of sorrow of the world? Speaking, narini form, and in my orcs in this dark world, do you not sift things to come? Have you not told me if there is a change of art or will the sound of a song be given to me well? Hide the sick zero but-
if of course you-the prophet that is--- clear through the wind is such an unprecedented must still remain - lost, lost maid that roams the land's vast lands? Prometheus knows that I will do for you clearly according to your will, not to make the naaqats, but to speak to the friends of the mouth, as a simple charity. I am Prometheus, i am the fireman of mankind. IO
support is a human being, sad prometheus, so why is such a punishment? Prometheus I have just stopped to wake up to my trauma. IO So, what is the prometheus that you have not given me such a small version? So know everything . IO declare to me that he will tell thee in the chain of chains . Prometheus Zeus's hest, but twas hepstos' hand. IO, but what
is the end? Prometheus , and you do not know him enough . IO no, but when will it be at the end of my long term? It's also important to announce. Prometheus is better that you do not know. IO oh don't hide from me what I have to endure! Prometheus poor kids! Poor kids! I don't complain to the gift. Why IO again, so slow to tell me everyone? Prometheus is
not a mercy. But I fear twill will break his heart. IO so i have no idea where the desire of the heart is to think the twarta! Prometheus would like to know this on your own behalf! I and I have to learn . Until you did not engage in my desire . First we hear the story of his grief and he will tell himself the Woofal story. After that , your wisdom will allow this conflict to
come to an end . Prometheus then it be, then. And thus many of you are relatives of your father . With a moving story of our troubles to win tears from weeping auditions in The Nougate Demens. IO I know how to deny the earnings; And thy will is desired , that I wish to know all that . And yet it is my soul , saying , It's the story of winter's wrong, angry gods
and beasts, and how and why these sholes on me soopad. Always dreaming in the women's chambers where I slept at night. And he counseled me with the words of chapalus , and prepared me , And said , O good luck , a maid , then ? And what a match for you if you would'st, beautiful, here is Zeus as hot love is sick. As you have shot through his heart
clean and he will not rest until Cyprus to help you win! No, my daughter, zeus, a proud foot to lay the bed: but you went to the deep grassy field by the marsh of The Larna, where there are your father's sheep and livestock layers, on Zeus's eye it could fall to the bam which would be the desire of age. Such dreams have oppressed me, disturbed my nights, I'm
sorry! As long as I can tell my father about the fears that are hidden in the darkness . And many times with The Father and his grandfather he sent his holy massoonras, asking how, or by action or word, he could be according to the high will and the joy of the gods.  ، ھتاس �ک  انرکریحتم  روا  وپنوھب  مامت  نکیل  �ئگ ،  ٹول  سپاو  ھتاس  �ک  �داس  ٹ�گوون  ایوگ ،  لسھپ  �و  روا 

�� ںی�ن  رپ  روط  حضاو  �نلیھپ  �ک   �� ان�ک  اک  تاب  سا  �ن  م�  ںیم  رخآ  رھپ  روا  . Its flow, which should be driven out of the house and country, forced to be a vander at the end of the earth, a thing to dedicate and dedicate. And if I do not , then zeus , and the thunderbolt , and the light of darkness , destroys my generation . And the oricle of Loyas said , In sorrow he said
to her, and she pulled her child out of the roof as a sorrow, and closed the house and the house, and stopped me. But Zeus's high-handed luck hardly endures on the stake. And, immediately even in a moment the mind and body suffered strange trauma. The serring even you see me now, and with the sharp bite of the gadfly injury, with the high-touch drop,
absolutely crazy, I'm on the top, the golfing down, until I came to Sweet and Stream Kerchneian, hard by the spring of the larna. And later the Argus, the giant digger, fell as hard and unmixed a strong wine, with all their clever eyes on the way, followed and tracked me down. Then they died of violence and sudden torment . But I have given the door to the
gods who are angry with the earth from the earth-- And if you say unto him , I am still in sorrow . But no, moved by empathy, my cold heart with a false story is half as shameful as the disease of the warm soul. Course off! Lost one! Of! Harr, I cry! Harr and the suffering were in this passenger's story of themselves? Oh, that should look sick to ignore my eyes!
Aa! Grief, unclean, ghost fear, my blood chill, dagger with a two-threaded! I see your condition of your upportauning. Prometheus is very mournful , and every one is the art of fear . You have heard what is still happening . Of course speak and be our instructor: in some knowledge of the coming grief there is a kind of bam to the sick soul. Promithaus , your
first wish I received from you lightly , and you have heard that this maid 's lips are the story of her sorrow . Now there is a conflict that the girl must be tolerated by the hatred of The Mojuto. And , O inedo , weigh my words from the generation of the inn , that you may understand the end of your journey . First, the rising sun sets, and the fields go down until
they reach the land of Scyths, the long smell of the handle of the Vanders who shoot in the distance, and the open sky in the Wattlad Andry. So go not unto them , but within the voice of the judge , who have passed through their land . And on the left of the chalibes are the iron workers . Avoid them, they are safe ages, who do not hunt strangers to come
close. And go well from the hebristos eh river . Do not cross, for as long as you are sick to reach the highest mountains of the Qafaqaz , and the Foaming River is running at all its size from all o'ertops in this summit . And that the star Niagara bovard ridge should climb on its feet . And, after this road that is south wound, then the Man who will then reach the
Amazonian hosts will be removed from there and his stream is emphasized, where the flying Salmedesian waves over his teeth, sputum and step on the mother of the step. And they shall guide thee , and with good works . So come to kamryan. Even in the sea and in the portal, and the o'er of the heart, leaving behind you, cross the channel of the Ma'outs'
lake. For those who are famous in God shall be the story of thy crossing , and the Strait is a new name , which is the Bosphorus in thy remembrance . Then leave the soil behind you and come to the central land of Asia. What do you think ? Is the only ruler of the gods a complete oppressor, violence for all, no one has respect? First, because of being a God
himself, he enjoys a maid, and then torments him with these vandrangs. A sad love for you, poor girl, for a bitter part-time. So after hearing too much , you are not in the song of the overs and characters . IO sorry! Oh! Oh! Prometheus is a criotous , and what do you want to do to bring and to grieve when you have done it ? Of course, what else would you say
before: some fresh sorrow? A stormy sea of prometius and ruin. IO what it's up to me to stay! Oh, I didn't throw myself out of this rough trap and not get rid of all my pain in a jump. Better than once to survive, and all my days get bad. Prometheus is that whatever I want to endure should be tolerated, because I do not know that there is a love for pain. But now
there will be no end in sight until Zeus' time. IO and Zeus will . Will it be taken from him? It doesn't matter if you really want to see the promitius 'towold' if you could. Io, how should this be when i send all my troubles? Know how these things will happen. The rod of the oppressor? And hobby ideas. IO but how? Oh, talk, if there's no evil in the promitius I have
a marriage then he will wound her. IO A Marriage? Are gods or men ? Talk! If it's a staor! Why do you know that I can't declare? And will he leave the throne of all the worlds to the supplantid by a new partner ? Prometheus he will bear a child, and he will be the best of his legacy. IO and will they find a way to take this strong stroke of luck? Prometheus is no
safe when these bonds are opened. IO and if Zeus wants to open them? From thy own generation . So how's say'st? Will my child be released to thee ? Prometheus is your son, but the son will be the thirteenth generation. IO a prophet and a black. Prometheus , do not try to know your own fate . Io no, I don't want to be able to get rid of it. Thou shalt have
the promitius of these two gifts , thy . IO What gift? And leave me the choice. Promethaus is not, so I'm free to choose. Say , I will tell you my troubles in the future , which shall be my escape . Of course not, but let's give both! And I love him , which he has , that I am also respected with thy lips . First he declared his wandrangs , and for me that will liberate
thee . I know that. I'll resist more, but your amptoonic desire to learn all the things that you reveal. And, Io, before you I will announce my time-based Vanderangs; So write my words in the words of your heart in the end tables. When you have crossed the flood and the two continents are bound, then turn to the sun's rebellion, where they are hidden with fire,
and from the roaring, until the Gorgonian sly lie from thee, they are the old, the marenorians, where the sun is the sun. The sun is the thing with their brags on them that night and the moon. Three sisters away from them, they have visits. Wings form, with deceptive lys, hate humans, which no body can live on. So much so that you have to take care of them.
And you will hear another sign . Beware zeus dogs that the neer language, sharp-begryphons, and an eye hive of aarmaspanus, riding horses, those who live around the river, the gold, the ferry and the port of The Palwantan. Do not go near them . Until you come to the land of the farthest , a dark, dark generation that comforts with the sun 's fountains , from
which the river Ataao is . Until the eunsaid by the mountains of Babylon , the stand is turned down , and falls into the sweet waters of its holy river . And thou shalt guide thee , and come to the river three , as the nile , and set for thy children for a long place . If anything i think my story is stale and stale, then ask and ask again until all is revealed. I don't lack for
fun, nothing can happen so I will of course have more content than that they will still endure, or something that is in the story of his long-suffering, I pray to you. But if you did all that , remember the lord which We said , and is the lord . Not Prometheus, he's heard the last of his long journey. But, as some warrants for hearing his patient will attach to one of his
former sufferings he came here. Pretty much I would abandon that it had caught us with long discussions and once again with such a purpose of his journey to touch us. When you come to that Molosian plain about the high-rise of the grandfathers, where there is an oricle and Zeus the shrine of the Thasprotian, and the past-the-sign-the-faith-conversation,
which is clear to spread the word and nothing is praised by The Destiny of the Zeus! Did I touch the old wound?- Zeus honors above his penis . . . as far as the road goes towards the sea, then came back to the vast bay of the ray, where by a strong wind, you defeated the most painful of your course again. And it shall be the time that the sea of thee shall
come to the remembrance of thy face . So, you have a witness that I have a bee-o-thon in my mind. Which is light . Now for what is coming. Whatever I will say to you both fears . Then we come back and follow our old track. Built at the end of the earth, even a city in the mouth of the Nile river and the Mounded silt is the One-Place Conubous, and there Zeus
will restore your mind with touching himself and holding on to his hands. And that ye may be pregnant , and bear the burden of the sin . And they will be as much of the earth as the nile swells along their large flowing river. It will return to the fifth, your old house, but the difficult sunjog, two scores and ten maids, the daughters of a house, the onewho escapes
the pollution of illegal marriage with their next relatives, who follow the difficulty on the hawks-cossat, with him, Harry But God will be very eager for their victory . And the old Palasga, done at the hands of the woman and their new Buddha lord for midnight murder, will be their refuge. For every wife, the two-threaded egg doping to her husband will attack her
down in the blood. I wish my enemies could be Buddhists from such a vassel but as 50, with a single desire, attractive stick stroke, so that he wouldn't lift his hands to kill his bed mate. will select for; And she shall be the mother of kings in Argos . A legend We't fully told, will capture us for a long time. گ� ںیرک  تر�ش  یک  انایب  یک  ریش  �و  �ئل  �ک  �نوب  �ک  سا  �کنویک 
یگ � �رک  دازآ  �ھجم  وب  یک  سج   This is Oricle, my ancient mother, Titan-born, showed me how and what they were long to tell, nor will it benefit you. IO then they came, then anger and pain! His wounds! The pain of the pot with the superbowl was beating my mind - the burning wind that is going on! This is not fake with the pre-packaged, hawk heat, gadfly dart!
Hammer my heart with the stoat of the foot against my reb! And like a bowling wheel my eballus spin, and I am also impressed by the harsh winds from my course, nor can I apply it in my tongue everywhere that I don't know what!- a random wave of words-a wide of water-water-wide Get out of the madness. Of course I taught him his rational and human
beings first in his own mind: the truth is that the union is equal with marriage equal; Not where the wealth is the size of the amsculatis or the dominant, he who makes his bread look for a bride. So, mastery,I pray that I will never stay to see the day when Zeus takes me to his bed. Or more inclined to be closer in love to the husband. Because when I see Io, I
am filled with fear, the maid casts no human love, and is driven by her own infirmity, homeless and hatred of The Mojuto. For me, when there is a level of love, Is far away. Not of all the gods , who are more with his insinuating . The victory of this war is difficult and the number of halipans is very high. I don't know what I should do. Nor should I run away from it
that I can be more than the craftsmanship of the Sobleti of The Kronos. I say to thee , Zeus , the pride of Zeus shall be the greatest . That still plot a wedding that will throw away his royal throne and the sight of the royal dignity. And it shall be fulfilled in this hour , and his father shall not be cursed in a tatley , and he did not do it from the magnificent place
which he had fallen from his great place . And there is no god like this that can save me . I know that these things and who are wise . So keep him in his seat , and put his trust in the noise of the wind , and swing his bright and two-hands , because there is nothing in it , nor the first such thing he is prepared for his destruction . Yes, a surprise, strong in
strength, stable, and he will find fire that will stand in the burning bolt and more dangerous o'er than that he thunders. The scoorgeta of deep seas and the shakita solid ground will be scattered to a desired of three al-Jhisa, posidaun . Of course The Methinks that wish your cursed tongue is the idea and whets father. Promethaus no: Desire and success goes
hand in hand. Then we shall rule for him instead of the zeus , which should be seen for him . Far away, will adorn your neck far more strongly. Have you not feared such a blasphemy ? What fear do I have in the torment of death, and not much? Of course, but they can be more terrible than pain, pain out of them. Prometheus if I know all the evils . Of course,
they are wise men who perform the rituals, prostrate in the dust, the hard, the eternal will. Prometheus , and worship . They put thy hands into prayer , and he is the dog that licks the feet of strength . Zeus doesn't care anything to me. Yes, less than zero! Give him what he will do , and make the world follow his small watch . He is not with the LORD among
the gods . Oh here comes the start of the serkoofa of runner-up! He will bring the news, a message, never doubt, from its owner. Enter hermes. Hermes. You, The Sofastakal Dage, the heart of the foot, the pansary with the sky, the perogatawas as well, the men living short of the fire thief. The friend heard me? I have a word for you. Thou'rt is that it is the joy
of the Father , which is the feast of thy tongue , and by which his greatness will be diminished . And you see no puzzle, but tell the truth, in every particular way right. I'm not sweating for you On a double trip. And you see Zeus with his black ness . Promethaus is a very hard piece of snout , which is like gods . You are young . You are young . New power came
in and you think you can never enter the disaster of Tovard! Ah, and have not seen from these pannakalas fall twice the evil? And third, which in its short now arrogatis, I will see by far the most swift's most-known, dive for death. And is it that I have a coach , and I bow down to the gods of tomorrow in honour and fear ? I'm too much of a failure in this, total of
them all over the place and in time. And what , for your own sake , is not to be for your own sake ? Hermes , thy former rival , who brought you from here to the encreage . Prometheus could not forget me. I won't, I changed my misfortune for my own sake. Hermes oh! Better be the reliable messenger of Zeus Prometheus than the one born of this rock, as it
deserves, with the snout. How can he be answered ? Hermes. And being in trouble is a revel that you manifest in your own state . Prometheus Revel, die! I can be held between my enemies such as Revals and so first. What did You blame for your misfortune ? I hate all the gods in Prometheus, because , I have found good in my hands , he has blessed me
with evil . What makes you absolutely crazy! Hermes makes you absolutely crazy! Prometheus crazy as you, if your enemies hate you all were good with Hermes, thou'dst be the same! Prometheus sorry! Hermes, this is zeus, the word that does not know, sorry! Prometheus but all knowledge education at the time of age. Hermes time has not yet taught your
dodora, will be on the wild sequence to gain the skills of the self. Not Prometheus taught me that I would not be able to talk to such a slave. Hermes is the answer to all this: thou'lt is not a letter that asks our Father. Prometheus, oh, that I borrowed from him kindly! I'll taste it in the extreme! A cutting speech Hermes! You take me to a boy you can pick up and
climb. Why is Prometheus not a boy - a very peacock - I think you will get something from me? There is no wrong but shameful, nor any change of the stochast which will convince me to lock my lips until these strikes are lost. So let the lightning jump with smoke and flame, and the wings of those who beat and thrown all together with the loud sound of the
snow and the underground Thunder. None of them will bend my will or force me to reveal to him through which 'unfortunately he will fall out of power. What can Hermes do to benefit from this? Think still! Prometheus I thought long ago and have long been set. Hermes patience! Patience! Thou shalt have so much patience with the fool that thy mind may
make the right decision in thy mind in thy present difficulties. Prometheus Lo, I'm rockfast, and your words are waves that make me tired. Vain. Do not let the thought enter your mind that I will change my nature for a girl for fear of Zeus, or ask for all the grace to be lost in the bonds. I'm totally removed from it. Hermes I've talked a lot, not yet my goal. Because
then there is no sign or forward by my long- as a child who has decided to return to you and new to it. Apply your little bit and fight against it. And yet thy trust is the same . For the sake of the conscience, if someone is in error, don't weaken yourself in any way. Now behold , if you do not obey my words , is there a storm that will come upon thee of the wave of
the storm of Thessonaabeli ? First, this rocky-faced father will divide the earthquake with the Thunder and its burning bolt, and he will hide his form, and you will straighten the teeth, hanging in the raw arm of the stone. And until you have completed your long period , return to the light . And then the sanola eagle prostrated zeus as its flesh and as its snout .
And every day and all day thy guests shall sit at thy table , until he has made the sins involved . Find a term for such suffering until stand among the gods who abide by thy suffering and thy will to enter hell away from the sunlight. Be advised; This is not a word designed to frighten the woofal truth. Zeus failed to mark the words of Hermes of course not lying in
our minds. For he says to thee that he should go to thee and follow after careful advice. Prometheus is the body I knew best. Therefore, because of the suffering an enemy must play its enemies, let's hold the power to make the power and clash and close on my limbs: loud sound accidents, And the harsh winds of the superbowl calm air: the ambovallad blast
tosses out of the earth's roots and its roots, he threw down my farm dance, being the main storm? This will not torment the dead! Hermes are more brain function than a small touch; The rig of the star-like ness! Of course he ran out of the way, lost because of it, so how could he pray to the mad man! So, o man, who will judge his fate, then he is so angry that
it is too late, and you are fast-spurang like this. If you are not sure what the hell you will be crazy about, of course words that may be necessary to give me advice if you are motivated; And not as a river in the wave , and its honour as a river . So I dare that I wish it! I will bear with him with all due luck . I dislike false forsacritics . And my sin smugness, and my
sins , rise up , and sup . Hatred! Hermes is not just lucky with the destruction on your track. But look back and remember this my words; And neither zeus is charged that he sent grief is no warning word! Do not labour with your own hands , nor be aware of what you do with the clear eyes , and you walk in a light net which is set for you and is a waste . Exit.
Promethaus time is past for words; Earth Earthquake Understanding: Hark! Deep with the screaming dean of the beloved Thunder Track, the ever-ungodly rolling-man patrols: the lightnings shake out their lock of fire; The dust is a snout, and the spin is blowing from each other, except its winds, as the group is from the north, south, east and west. The sea
and the sky are moving together: see Zeus disaster apace me, and, apparently, to strike my heart with fear. Look, look, earth, awesome mother! The wind, all this light is shedd'st from the sky revlong ing, what bitter i do! In this scene, the earthquake and thunder closes with, between which the daughters of Prometheus and Okeyanos drown in the Etha pit.
End End
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